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ESG SERVICES
Utilising SIGWATCH NGO data feed and analytics for ESG
investor research, ratings and screening

SIGWATCH
provides the only
desktop and data
service for
capturing and
leveraging NGO
signals

SIGWATCH
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“SIGWATCH makes a
real difference in
helping us see
impending, critical
controversies.”

SIGWATCH

ESG Data

ESG data

Find alpha

ESG factors have proved increasingly important to company
operational and stock performance due to changing consumer
and investor preferences, reputational risks, and regulatory
changes.

Screen entities
Rate & rank

A lack of universally accepted ESG standards or methodologies
provides an opportunity for investors to gain a competitive
advantage by selecting and blending the right data sources.
However, many ESG datasets are backward looking, capturing
how companies have performed on these metrics historically.
There is opportunity in predictive datasets.
Self reported
Company Websites
Annual, ESG, and Proxy Reports

Lagging signals
Leading signals
NGO

Government reports
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News
Social Media
Company Reviews

NGOs - Target high profile, public and private corporations
to affect social and environmental change.
✓ Critical proxy for medium-long term corporate ESG
behaviour
✓ Early indicator of reputationally damaging or enhancing
events

SIGWATCH

Media

How SIGWATCH works
SIGWATCH tracks NGO campaigning in every
significant economy.
We also report NGO views of industries and corporations,
filling in the gaps in traditional ESG ratings
(eg. we cover private as well as traded companies).

Consumers

Enterprise

NGOs

NGOs help expose problems companies don’t report, or
are trying to hide. They also show which firms are pulling
ahead of their peers.

NGO signals alert
investors and
businesses to
future customer
and corporate
behaviour
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Policy
makers

Response

SIGWATCH

Anticipating ESG trends
Changes in NGO campaigning
reveal emerging ESG risks earlier
than any other signal.
Changes in consumer, government and
corporate behaviour can be predicted
sooner and reflected in investment and
business strategies.
Predicting the plastic pollution explosion
Activists amplified plastics as an
environmental issue more than two years
before it caught the public imagination, as
revealed by contemporaneous Google
searches. Continued rise in pressure has led
to legislation and self-imposed reforms by
leading industry players.
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Alerting ESG issues
Early warning of resistance to fracking
Shale gas fracking has been a cause
celebre for activists, especially in the US
eastern states, long before the issue took
off with the public at large.
Public concern (as indicated by Google
searches) has consistently tracked activist
activity. The resulting rise in political
temperature has led to fracking bans in
several US states, including Vermont
(2012), New York (2015) and Maryland
(2015).
A similar pattern subsequently emerged in
Europe in line with campaigning there, as
bans were introduced in the Netherlands
(2013), Germany (2016) and the UK (2019).
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First US
state
fracking
ban

Josh Fox’s film
Gas Land

First US state
fracking ban

SIGWATCH

Predicting market change
Predicting the market for meat-free diets
Green vegetarianism avoids meat eating for
environmental reasons, not only health or
ethics. Campaigning on green vegetarianism
started to rise in 2014, leading within a year to
a rise in public response (indicated by Google
searches).
Campaigning and public interest remains
strong, prompting a shift in the food industry
to meet rising demand for meat substitutes.

First
significant
uptick in
campaigning
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NGO value
Example 2 - Shale gas fracking has been a cause
celebre for activists, especially in the US eastern
states, long before the issue took off with the
public at large.

Local and
Companies
nationalidentified
bans on fracking
are representative of many
have tracked
businesses
NGOwho
sentiment.
announced significant policy changes with
respect to plastic usage, in the period 2018-2020,
approximately 2-3 years after NGO interest began to grow).

Public concern has consistently tracked activist
activity. In the US, bans were introduced in
Vermont (2012), New York (2015) and Maryland
(2015). A similar pattern has emerged in Europe,
with NGO campaigning forcing bans in the
Netherlands (2013), Germany (2016), and the UK
(2019).

New York
Maryland

Vermont
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NGO Value
Example 3 - Green vegetarianism eschews meat for environmental
reasons, not just health or ethics. Campaigning started to rise in 2014,
leading within a year to a rise in public response.
Campaigning and public interest remains strong, prompting a shift in
the food industry to meet rising demand for meat substitutes.
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SIGWATCH

SIGWATCH Overview
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•

Single point of reference for the most influential
NGOs

•

Quantitative measures on NGO issues and corporate
behaviour

•

Organised by ESG, SDG or user-defined categories

•

Overnight updates

•

Integrates into broader investor data sets for
research, modelling and screening

SIGWATCH

Data sets
9 000+

60 000+

NGOs monitored

NGO reports
Updated
daily
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18 000+

1 000+

Corporates tracked

Issues tracked

Reach

Analysis

Daily monitoring of 9,000
activist groups, in 20
languages, translated to
English, spanning all
continents

Analysed, weighted, scored
and categorized by entity,
sector and issue

Access

Depth

Full desktop and feed service
for end users, with direct
access to source data

10 year archive of reports and
scores for trend analysis

SIGWATCH

Process
•

Multilingual researcher network
monitors thousands of campaigning
groups worldwide

•

HQ team checks, edits and publishes 3040 campaigning reports daily from
overnight uploads

•

All key markets covered

HQ (London)
Subsidiary (Freiburg)
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•

Every corporate mention tagged and
rated

•

Campaign reports tagged for topic, issue
and targeted sector

Researchers

SIGWATCH

Our methodology

Robust

Corporate and sector mentions are scored for
Reputational Impact. This quantifies the potential impact
of an NGO action on a corporation’s or industry’s
character and trust, based on the strength of focus,
sentiment, and potential to create change of the NGO or
NGOs involved. Reputational Impacts (RI) are calculated
using the following formula:

All scores based on
primary source data

RI =Σ{(NGO influence) x (Sentiment) x (Prominence)}
Measure

Weight

Influence

NGO geographical influence
Local group v global coalition

0.5 – 2.75

Sentiment

Tone of the NGO’s comments.
Very critical to strong praise

- 2.0 – +2.0

Exposure to NGO messaging

1.0 – 4.0

Prominence
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Description

Taxonomised
All data points tied to specific
NGO actions

SIGWATCH

Entity scoring
•

Provided at entity level and by issue, clustered by SDG or
the customer’s preferred ESG taxonomy

•

Mapped to corporate ISINs, FIGI codes and Tickers.

•

Accessible via desktop or by file transfer (FTP).

✓ Compare and contrast corporations
✓ Facilitate screening and risk rating
✓ Get early sight of controversies impacting your portfolio.
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SIGWATCH
User
defined
data sets

Market insights
Desktop analytics allow users to call up specific quantitative
and qualitative data on any company, sector, issue, geography
or time period.
Trending
•

Issues

•

Peer Benchmarking

•

Corporations

•

•

Markets

Most targeted
companies and sectors

•

Most active topics and
issues

•
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Analysis

Topics

10+ years of
data

SIGWATCH

Corporate insights
Peer benchmarking of NGO sentiment reveals brand strengths
and weaknesses
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•

Perform analysis across all issues

•

Drill down to specific ESG issue

•

Track direction of travel

•

Rank organisations

SIGWATCH

Arabesque

Investor applications

“Reviewing NGO
data is the best
way to get early
sight of long
term ESG
trends.”

Asset Management / Quant

Thesis
development

Quantitative
modelling

Rankings and
ratings

Screening and
monitoring

SIGWATCH NGO data used in
Arabesque quant models,
allowing clients to make more
informed decisions.

Eaton Vance
“SIGWATCH is one
of the few sources
of ESG data we
can absolutely
trust to be
reliable.”
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Investment management

“SIGWATCH
is the only
complete
source of
NGO data.”

SIGWATCH NGO data used for
fund research, entity screening,
model development, ratings
and rankings.

SIGWATCH

Client case-study
Example of SIGWATCH inclusion in ESG Asset Manager investment strategy. Client is a US-based Asset Manager, who utilizes a series of financial and
alternative data sets in performing these and model development and for rating and ranking entities.
1. Segmentation

2. Thesis development

All in-scope market segments are
mapped to SDG components and
the client’s own ESG framework.

Research conducted to understand future
ESG trends, relevant to investment thesis.

Heavy reliance is placed on SIGWATCH
SIGWATCH data is mapped to both NGO data as a robust predictor/influencer
using FTP feed service.
of future government policy and
corporate behavior.

3. Model development

4. Ratings & Rankings

Key Performance Indicators are defined
and calculated for each ESG
component.

Entity ratings and rankings are
calculated and controversy
scores are compiled.

When metering NGO input, the client
uses a combination of in-house and
SIGWATCH proprietary methodologies.

SIGWATCH data is utilised for
both exercises.

5. Validation

Quality check on
segments, ratings and
rankings.
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Summary
Breadth
20,000+ corporate entities,
9,000+ NGOs, spanning all
continents
History
Point in time data plus
10 year archive
Connectivity
Overnight updates,
API/FTP data streams
Mapping
ISIN, FIGI, and Ticker
entity identification.
SASB, SDG taxonomies
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“SIGWATCH
puts us in
control”

“The only
complete
source of
NGO data.”

ADDRESS

EMAIL & WEBSITE

PHONE

20 St Thomas St

sigwatch@sigwatch.com

+44 (0)203 909 1890

London SE1 9RS

www.sigwatch.com

